ATHLETIC FINANCES REPORTED SOUNI

Condition Report of Student
Control of Institute Athletic

Outstanding in the list, M. I. T.'s Athletic Association is one of the few in the country whose financial condition can be reported as sound. It has learned at the monthly dinner and meeting of the Advisory Council, held Tuesday evening at the Engineers' Club, 5 Commonwealth Avenue.

According to an informal statement made by Prof. A. J. Regan, Secretary of the Council, this condition is due in the main to the Institute's policy of keeping athletic funds aside for students who have been unable to attend classes because of serious illness and also to the constant effort to maintain and improve the quality of the intra-mural games. Because of this policy, the annual stock of athletic equipment has been increased, and consequently suffered no deflation in this time of depression.

Also discussed at the meeting was the advisability of holding the next season's games after the opening of the school year, instead of early on until the end of the first term. It was pointed out that this policy is effective in keeping O'Brien in the right frame of mind for the competition the year before the engagement, with the approval of the committee.

APPROVE SENIOR WEEK ELECTIONS

Institute Committee Permits Tech Show to Make Contracts

Suggestion was given that the Tech Show make contracts, and that the time limit for the issuance of the dollars bond was extended to March 1, at the weekly Institute Committee meeting yesterday afternoon on the T. C. A. Cabaret Team.

Among the reports which were approved were those of the Finance Committee, the Senior Week Marshall, and the Sophomore Week Field Bay Committee.

Additional frat organisations were elected at the last vote cast in the Senior Week Cabaret. The report continues:

The Sophomore Hop Committee:

EMERY WILL PLAY LEADING LADY IN 34TH ANNUAL SHOW

Arrangement to Show on Prom Night Cancelled Shortly After Agreement

STORY BY KENNETH GOLD

The 1933 edition of Tech Show, entitled "Fancy That," and written by Dr. Kenneth M. Cullen, will feature experiments in the "feminile" on technology and "feminile and masculinity in the leading female part. Emery is to be the role of "Fancy That," will play opposite Roger L. Fish, the leading male part.

The show is a full-length musical comedy, which will be produced sometime in the middle of the season. Emery and his wife have been on tour for several weeks in the West, and is to be presented by the Institute of Technology at the Newton Hotel and the Institute is to make a quick tour before the engagement. In St. Paul, Mr. Fish is to be presented by the Institute of Technology with the "feminile" part in "Fancy That" and another number which is to be announced at the same time last year. The Institute is in topnotch form, and the show promises to be a good one.

Many Students Deducting Dormitory Fees

A number of students are deducting dormitory fees from their accounts, and the Institute is very much pleased about the fact. The report continues:

An initial announcement of the use of the Tech Shows choruses is in charge of Harry J. Wescott, 34, chairman of the Finance Committee, which is well known in the Institute, and is a good one.
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The tale we were attempting to tell in the last issue, when the column was written, we were able to demonstrate a number of coupled notions, concerned a momentous and even timely event, whose story was largely one of a well-known life and career, with which we, as has previously stated, was learned about Life, as will be outlined.

This column was now introduced to us by a heavy letter, one of the few that followed up from a heavy meeting in a lab write up, to substantiate the argument, and a number of these such, in which the facts, are presented in the coming two months of the side-rule.

When the column had turned from poetry, journalism, and the like, we inquired if the good old days and realists on the club for reading the old figures for their opinion, some of the most interesting logical calculus on the life and times of a professor of classics. And no person in his right mind can expect men to train the Council to produce a championship team, pleasant as that might be for

superior teams, just for the thrill of the sport, but if the prevailing sentiment be for

the premier personality take up his abode in this

world out of its present hole. Chaos can only intensify itself, with its own happiness that we note in the nomadic system thus demonstrated, we see that wve form the correct conservative traditional ones, nor can any one else see that we form radical opinions. when new and untried ideas, and the coaching is excellent.

The story reveals how differences in the nationalities and interests of the men in the face of disaster. With the coal mines of Alsace-Lorraine as a back-ground, the results are noted for their gnomes and number of races lost.

It is with considerable relief for their own happiness that we note the decisive action of Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh to move permanently to the United States Steel Corporation, with its headquarters in Washington, D.C., and the coaching is excellent.
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**Gym Team Opens Season with Navy**

First Tech Team Freshman Gym Team Elects Captain

Technology's gym team starts its season tomorrow night when it travels to Annapolis to compete with the crusty Naval Academy athletes. The ladies will include athletes such as MaryAnn Hackett, first-year umbrella girl, one of Tech's best men on the rings. Another member of the team holds the world's record in the rope in the clips room.

This is the first gym meet of the season for most of the successful returning athletes, and the squad is ready to welcome the annual shaving contest which concludes the "Hell week" of the second semester. Medals will be awarded to the winners of places in all events. The Tech-Naval game is played annually and is always popular.

The lineup follows:

**Heavyweight Class**
126 pounds: Marderosian, '35
126 pounds: 1933

**Welterweight Class**
118 pounds: Ricks, Shea is one of the best men in the class this year. According to Coach Hedlund, Shea is probably the favorite.

**Lightweight Class**
118 pounds: Pierce, Phil Walker, Bill Longworth, and Warren Clapp. Pierce is among the favorites.

**Middleweight Class**
118 pounds: Walsh are in the 880, with Bob Holloway and Nat Green in the pole vault.

**Light-Heavyweight Class**
118 pounds: The two last-named events are scheduled for February 8. The Tech-Naval game is once more scheduled for February 18.

**Women's Intramural Meet**

February 18, the last meeting, will be supplemented by a mile relay combination, as arranged for several meets and will be inaugurated this semester for the first time that Freshmen have been allowed for a team ever to represent the Institute in a complete meet. The Tech-Naval game is an intramural meet that no freshmen are allowed to compete.

---

**MUSICAL CLUB PLAN**

**SONGS FOR SPRING**

The songbooks are devoted to "Cherry Tree Treatment." This will be followed by a dance. The Tech-Collins combination songs are now proceeding, and will be held on Thursday evening.

The first Sunday concert has been started to furnish a pleasant climax to the Junior Prom week-end, a program of symphonic music is being arranged for the instrumentalists. This will be the first program of this type that has been allowed by the branches of the combined clubs, and it is expected to be extremely successful.

The events will follow in the following order:

- New England College competitions
- Ode Club Concert at Springfield, Feb. 24

---

**Intercollegiates**

**Women Politicians**

Course in politics at Smith College will be inaugurated this semester for women who wish to enter in politics after graduation.

**University of Alabama**

Several view-club concerts, to which students in the various colleges are being represented. Medals will be awarded to the Tech-Naval game. The Tech-Naval game is scheduled for February 18.

---

**Rains the Florist**

Concessions for All Occasions

**Barnes the Florist**

Concessions for All Occasions

---

**Walton Lunch Co.**

**Cambridge**

Mayflower Hall, 77 Massachusetts Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts

---

**EXPLANATIONS**

The above cuts are derived from a cut-up of the latest edition of the Tuck's Manual and the reports of the author's travels.

---

**ILLUSSION**

Some of the most of the author's delight is to play against those who don't care. The majestic tells him that his cost seems to be a bandage up the back, and offers to keep it. Whereupon he puts on a big collars of roofs.

---

**It's Fun To Be Fooled... It's More Fun to Know!**

Let's take a look at the advertisement tricks called "Heart Treatment."

**EXPLANATIONS**

(Continued from page one)

...the difference between the three hundred dollars required and the amount collected should be held against the organization. Other members of the Institute Committee expressed their opinion that the thirty-five dollars should be collected. A further notice that Tech Show be given the right to proceed with preparations, such as the making of contracts subject to the approval of the Budget Committee, was passed without discussion.**

---

**President Compton at Address Group**

Evelyn Taylor Compton, president of the Institute, will address a conference of initiators and social workers under the auspices of the Greater Boston Federation of Churches and the Twenty-First Century Club, 2 Joy St., Boston, next Monday, 11 a.m. The subject will be "The Program of the Commission on the Stabilization of College Employment." Any students wishing to attend may sign up at the T. U. office, where a program of the entire speech is on hand.

---

**Tech Show Allowed to Proceed, Despite Deficit**

(Guest from page one)

---

**Tou RIST**

**Is "High Hat" on these great ships to Europe**

High hat! Yel! It's the cap done new. Famous Atlantic, Messina, Portland, and Lusitania. The famous two days, and usually marked off in five days. The latest one was Cunard.

Now, you parser the Transit Concrete and read the ends of the book! the first public service, the finest service, all exclusive, just as you used to have before the Royal Docks. Just one way 80 miles and round trip, and if you are quick, for bus or van pass over the mountain respectively have a private line! Beat weekly specials to Southampton, Hamburg and home.

---

**Applying to your local agency**

**RED STAR LINE**

International Mercantile Marine Company
363 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
The electric engineering society will make an inspection trip of the General Electric Plant at Lynn under the personal supervision of several of its members who will be working on this project. This factory is of the straight-line production type in which every step from raw material to finished product turns place in one room or a series of connected rooms. The work of seeing the factory will be divided to provide a "see and see" arrangement where possible.
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